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ABSTRACT

Recent studies have shown an increasing demand for software that assists in social media applications, such as Gmail [1] [2]. This paper develops a software that utilizes a pixel image in order to assist Gmail users with the status of their email [3]. This intelligent analytical system can be used to tell whether an email has been opened or not. After conducting a qualitative evaluation of this approach, the results provided evidence of the system’s usability and the reliability of the system to give accurate results and data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The technology of instantaneous communication over the internet began with Ray Tomlinson’s creation of the electronic mail, which we refer to as Gmail [4]. At the time, messages could only be left on the same computer, however while working for ARPANET, Tomlinson came up with the idea to create a medium on the ARPANET system that allowed users to send electronic messages across multiple computers [5]. However, as user activity increased, problems relating to the status of emails began to appear. This application utilizes an invisible pixel image to assist users in tracking and understanding the status of their sent emails. Each pixel image contains its individual tracking number, which triggers the sender’s system, thus allowing them to precisely see whether the email has been opened or not. Not only does this application save time for both the recipient and the sender, it also reduces the rate of follow-up emails [6].

Most of the existing systems that have been proposed are paid applications that notify users on the status of their email and allow users to view the data and analytic of multiple emails at once. However, these proposals don’t take into consideration the rate of consumers that are willing to pay for the application, which is rarely the case in most practices. According to a study of 100 million users, the results have shown that only about 5% of current app users spend money on in-app purchases. Their implementations are also limited in scale, with samples given for … Other techniques, such as … They … Because …, the method/algorithm used cannot be too sophisticated and often results in … A second practical problem is that some users find it hard to understand…
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives insights on the challenges that we met during the designing of the email tracking application; Section 3 introduces solutions to the challenges mentioned in Section 2; Section 4 presents the relevant details about the experiment we did, followed by a comparison of other similar works in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusion remarks, as well as pointing out the future work of this project.

2. **CHALLENGES**

In order to build the project, a few challenges have been identified as follows.

2.1. **How to ensure accurate results despite Gmail's security system**

One challenge while creating the application was being able to get accurate results in spite of Gmail’s security system [7]. Gmail’s security system scans through emails, including attachments and links, for malicious content. The system might give a false positive because Gmail’s security system had scanned and loaded the pixel image. This interferes with the application’s ability to give accurate insight into the status of the email.

2.2. **Difficulties with email tracking for group emails and forwarded emails**

Because this email tracker uses an individual pixel image to track an email, it is meant for one person. Consequently, the extension is unable to create a tracking link for an email sent to multiple recipients. Because the image tracking link is sent with an email, it only tracks the message that includes the pixel image. This means that forwarded emails are unable to be tracked. However, chrome extensions like MailTrack have used other codes in their system to allow them to track group emails [8].

2.3. **Recipients might have tracking blockers and other extensions that might render the accuracy of the email tracking**

Email tracking blockers like Ghostery and Smart Pixel can prevent the pixel image in the email from loading, making tracking emails sent to recipients who have these blockers impossible [9] [10]. Additionally, if a recipient previews an email, the pixel image might still load, which gives the system a false result.

3. **SOLUTION**

Email Tracker is a chrome extension based on a system of pixel images that notifies users on the status of their email and allows users to view the data and analytic of multiple emails at once. The system uses the recipient’s email address as well as the subject in regards to the email in order to create an individual tracking link, which is extremely helpful in identifying and tracking certain emails. This tracking link generates a pixel image, which allows senders to precisely see whether the email has been opened by the intended recipient or not. When the receiving end opens the email containing the pixel image and the pixel image is loaded, the image sends a message back to the server indicating that the email has been opened by the recipient. As shown in the graph above, the sender would compose an email, by inserting the recipient’s email, email subject, and the message. Then, the sender would click on the email tracker extension in the upper right corner, which opens a window that generates a unique tracking link. Before sending the email, the user would insert the link into the photo section of the email, which generates an invisible pixel image. When the recipient clicks on the email, the pixel image is loaded, which sends the message back to the main system, allowing the sender to see that the email has been opened.
The system uses the code to the right to create a window that creates the url for the pixel image file. The window utilizes the inputted subject and recipient to create the individual tracking link.

Figure 1. Overview of the system

The system uses the code to the right in the background to request the data from the content’s send message (such as the recipient name, recipient’s email, and the subject) and send it back to the content.js to create the tracking link.

The sender would then copy the tracking link and insert it into the photo section of the email and send it. Once the recipient opens the email, the pixel image will load and send a message back to the system to let them know that their email has been opened.

Figure 2. Screenshot of code 1

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Experiment 1

This experiment uses the results of 10 sent emails to show the accuracy of the system’s ability of showing the status of an email (before the email is opened and after the email is opened). This experiment shows that despite the challenges faced, such as overcoming Google’s security system, the email tracker still gives reliable results.
Based on the results of the experiment, out of the 10 sent emails, almost all of them give accurate results. For the 6th trial run, after the email is opened, the email initially gives a status of unopened, but after reloading the page, it gives “seen”. Consequently, this proves that our system is reliable and capable of giving correct results.

4.2. Experiment 2

This experiment uses Mailtrack and our system to compare and contrast the results and abilities of different email tracking systems by sending 10 emails with both systems (before the email is opened and after the email is opened).

The results of the experiment shows that although both systems give accurate results, the abilities of the two email trackers vary. For example, our email tracker uses an invisible pixel image that tracks the email without the recipient knowing. However, Mailtrack includes a watermark in their emails, which is visible to both the sender and recipient. Additionally, Mailtrack requires the user to pay for upgraded services, however, our system does not.
The experiment of the system’s accuracy proves that despite the challenges faced, such as overcoming Google’s security system, the email tracker still gives reliable results. The experiments also show that despite many other competitors in the email tracking field, our system has abilities and tools, such as not having to pay for upgraded versions, individual tracking, and anonymous tracking, that many other email tracking extensions don’t have.

5. RELATED WORK

MailTrack is an email tracking chrome extension that utilizes pixel images to notify users on the status of their email and allow users to view the data and analytics of multiple emails at once [11]. While our system requires the user to copy and paste the given tracking link, MailTrack automatically tracks an email by pressing “compose”. You can choose to not track the email by deleting the MailTrack watermark included in the email. However, this also means that the recipient can see that the email is tracked.

Mixmax is an email tracking software for Gmail that gives users email tracking alerts [12]. It also allows users to see which individual opened the email in cases with group emails. This feature is something not available on our software. Like our email tracking system, mixmax offers individual tracking. They also offer statistics and insights into how many times the email has been opened. However, the only disadvantage is that mixmax uses a watermark visible to both the recipient and sender.

Snovio is another email tracking extension that tracks emails using a pixel image system [13]. Like Mailtrack and Mixmax, it offers desktop push notification, something that our email tracker extension doesn’t offer. It also allows users to see the full history and insights of an email. This includes the date and time they viewed the emails and the number of times the email is opened. However, based on some of the reviews, many users experience false results. For example, by opening the email you sent, it gives the system a false “seen”.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Email Tracker is a free chrome extension that utilizes an invisible pixel image to help users track and understand the status of their email. The pixel images are devices of individual tracking links, which will trigger the sender’s system when the images are loaded. The experiments shown above have verified the accuracy of the email tracking (in giving accurate results) and shown the email tracker in comparison to other email tracking devices. The experiment of the system’s accuracy shows that out of 10 sent emails, 9 emails give accurate initial results. The results also show that in spite of Gmail’s security system, which scans emails (and unintentionally loads the...
pixel images) for malicious content, our system still gives accurate results. Additionally, in comparison to MailTrack, it has more pros, such as having individual and multiple tracking, IPhone and Android compatibility, and allows users to use the extension (and all of its tools) without an app purchase [14].

The experiment on the system’s accuracy shows that out of 10 sent emails, 9 of them give initial accurate results. For the last email, after the email is opened, the email initially gave a status of unopened, but after reloading the page, it gave “seen”. This shows that the user might have to reload the page a few times to get accurate results. Compared to other email tracking applications, our software requires a few extra steps to retrieve the tracking link, such as entering the email’s subject and recipient to generate a tracking link.

In the future, I plan to fix the code in order to get the system to give accurate results immediately, without reloading the page [15]. Additionally, I plan to change the layout of the tracking software, by allowing users to press track on an email without having to physically generate a link.
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